War Memorials
of Market Harborough District
by Denis Kenyon

M

ost people walk by war memorials without really seeing them. In today’s society
the significance behind the lists of names and the meaning of these memorials
to the local community is often forgotten.

The district of Harborough has a wonderfully rich variety of memorials. This article gives
a brief background to the development of memorialisation and describes some of the
fine examples in our local area. By looking at a particular Hallaton memorial the story
behind one man’s name is discovered and will hopefully encourage others to delve into
the fascinating history behind the lists of names on their local memorials.

This however left an aching void in virtually every town and village, with no
body and no funeral, there was no focus for the outpouring of grief. The
response to this can be seen by the wonderful individuality of community
memorials. The earliest were‘street shrines’, often put up while the war still
ragedto commemorate a group of men from one street or part of town who
had enlisted together as “Pals” and who died together. Although I do not
know of a Harborough example, it would be very surprising if there was not
at least one.
In Leicester the great majority of community memorials were erected in
the years 1921 to 1923, including the memorial in The Square naming all
those who died (dedicated 25/9/1921) and the Cottage Hospital Portico
(1923) listing all 1657 men who served with those killed marked by a red
cross against their name. This splendid entrance, thankfully now listed, was
originally intended to be a library.

Early Memorials
Originally memorials were erected to commemorate great victories or leaders. Officers
were sometimes remembered in their home town or village church, but the common
soldier was usually buried in a mass grave where he fell with little or no record. This started
to change after the Crimean War (1853-1856) when memorials listing all the soldiers
who died, were erected by regiments in their county town cathedral or church. Following
the South African War (1899-1902) when many men were volunteers, memorials were
erected by civic authorities. Although the majority of these men died from disease this
unhappy fact is rarely recorded.
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The variety of memorial types is considerable the more unusual local examples are
illustrated below. One of the more ornate memorials making full use of figurative
sculpture can be found at St Leonard’s Church, Misterton dedicated to the men of
both Misterton and Walcote. For such small villages this really is a remarkable and .
Although no one named on the memorial served in the navy, the sailor with reversed
arms on the right, represents village men who had served in the Royal Navy and who
were mourning their lost friends and neighbours.
Another unusual memorial can be found at Bringhurst on the triangle with the
Medbourne to Drayton Road. The wording reads:

World War I

Wayside shrine

It was only with the great losses of WWI that war memorials
became prolific. Some of the reasons for this are obvious
the sheer scale of deaths, the fact that many of the dead
were civilians, the feeling that their sacrifice should be
honoured and justified as noble and worthwhile, as well
as to commemorate the victories. However, the decision
made in April 1915 that the repatriation of bodies would
not take place was an incentive for the massive spread
of war memorials throughout Britain. The reasons for
this decision were both expedient and moral. The sheer
impracticality and cost of repatriation was combined
with the early stirrings of democratic feelings that those
who had fought, suffered and died together should also
be buried together, and would be truly unjust if only the
wealthy, who could afford it, were repatriated.

In Memory
of those Men
of Bringhurst & Drayton
who gave their lives
for King and Country
1914 - 1918
The memorial was generously
repaired in 2000 by Stephen
Sanderson Transport Ltd for
the Millenium.
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Rolls of Honour

Submarine Saga: The Strange and Tragic Story of Walter Hubert Hawke

Rolls of Honour range from simple handwritten sheets such as the one at Glooston,
to the most wonderfully crafted examples
such as that at Cranoe. Whatever their
design however their role was the same, the
honouring of all those who had served.

Another name on the Hallaton memorial is that of Walter Hubert Hawke, born in Uppingham
13th September 1890 to Charles William Hawke, boot-maker and grazier of Hallaton and
his wife, Elizabeth. He must have been an uncommonly adventurous lad; although born
in the midlands as far away from the sea as , after working in a fairly traditional job as a
baker’s assistant, he decided to join the Royal Navy on his 18th birthday. He signed on
for 12 years at the Boy Sailor’s shore training establishment, HMS Ganges at Shotley,
Suffolk served on 14 ships, many of them with names redolent of Britain’s imperial past
– HMS Defiance, Bellerophon, Arrogant, Achilles. He was obviously a disciplined young
man, his record showing frequent ‘VG’ against his shipboard log and in December 1913
was promoted to Leading Seaman.

Rolls of Honour are frequently found in Clubs
and Non-Conformist Churches. One of the
finest in the country is the example in the
Jubilee Hall of the Congregational Church
on Bowden Lane. It was paid for privately,
as opposed to by public subscription, by
Mr George Looms whose son was killed
and honours all the young men from the
Congregational Sunday School.

Cranoe very ornate
roll of honour

Monuments were often erected by companies
and Harborough has two very fine examples.
The first is the magnificent memorial of R & W
H Symington & Co. Ltd, once Harborough’s
largest employer. It reads

Superb wooden Roll of Honour
with photos in Jubilee Hall

‘In Honoured Memory of Our Boys who
gave their lives for King and Country’
and lists in the upper panels 250 names of
those who had served in World War I and 35
who died. In the lower panels are 164 names
of those who served in World War II and 6 who
died. This is still housed in its original building
now the Council Offices.
The second example is from the old Market
Harborough Co-operative Society, now on
display in Harborough Museum.

Co-op Roll of Honour,
now in Museum

Curiosities
Symington’s beautiful
Roll of Honour now
in Council Offices

The range of memorials is tremendous and there is not room to list, never mind illustrate
all the types. A can be found at East Norton. All those from the village who served
returned home again
making it a truly ‘thankful
village’ as illustrated by
the window dedication.

Sometime during this period he obtained the traditional sailor’s emblem,a tattoo of a snake
on his left forearm. In September 1915 he was transferred to
HMS Dolphin, the submarine training establishment and in
early 1916 to HMS Maidstone, a submarine depot ship. On
21st March 1916, HM Submarine E24 with 35 crew including
Walter Hubert Hawke, left Harwich on a mine-laying mission to
Heligoland Bight. It is not certain what happened next. Either
she hit a mine herself or there was a disastrous on-board
explosion, which resulted in her sinking with the loss of all
handsWalter Hubert Hawke’s name was included among the
original 21 names at the Dedication of Hallaton War Memorial
in April 1918 and after the end of the war on the impressive
Plymouth Naval Memorial.
The story does not stop there and in fact becomes even more
extraordinary. In 1974 the German navy authorised the lifting
of a sunken U-Boat to recover diamonds and jewels that she was carrying to Japan.
They located what they thought was their target, fixed lifting gear and towed her back
underwater to Cuxhaven where she was raised to the surface. To their horror they found
not the U-Boat they were expecting but HM Submarine E24. Extremely embarrassed at
having raised a British war grave, they decided to keep quiet about the incident.
Twenty five of the bodies were eventually recovered and formally burial in Ohlsdorf
Cemetery, near Hamburg. There is also another memorial to Lt. Commander GWE Napier
and crew of HM Submarine E24 in the captain’s home village of Sullington, Sussex.

Hallaton War Memorial
Now to look at one memorial from my own village in a bit more detail and follow the
extraordinary story behind one of the listed names. In many ways the war memorial at
Hallaton appears fairly conventional; it isa Cross on a circular two-tiered plinth on the
village green. However it is exceedingly unusual in that it was dedicated on April 3rd 1918
still several painful months away from the end of the war. At the time only 21 names were
inscribed on the monument; there are now 31 names for and three for II. The reason
behind this early dedication is not definite, however, an educated guess can be made. In
June 1916, 19 year old Calverley George Bewicke, a Lieutenant in The Welsh Regiment
was killed at Pozieres. His body was never found and he is commemorated at Thiepval,
France. The Bewickes were Lords of the Manor of Hallaton at the time and practically
‘owned’ the village. Tired of waiting and with no body to grieve over, his aunt by marriage
commissioned and paid for the memorial.
The dedication was carried out with due ceremony by the suffragan Bishop of Leicester,
Dr. Norman MacLeod Lang with a large crowd present. One can only imagine the
thoughts of all the wives, sisters, daughters and sweethearts whose men were still away
fighting in the war.

HM Submarine E25, sister ship to HM Submarine E24
Conclusion
The research and recording that I have undertaken for both the UK National Inventory of
War Memorials and the War Memorials Trust has been a fascinating pastime and one that
never ends, withnew information always emerging. It has also enabled me to visit many
interesting villages and churches that otherwise I might have passed by. It has been an
honour to record the details of these Hallaton men whose sacrifice will not be forgotten
and to discover the history behind those names carved on the memorial.
I hope that this short article may inspire others to investigate the names on their local
memorials in the hope that it will come to mean as much to them as Hallaton’s memorial
does to me.

